
For QBP part numbers BR5003 and BR5001 
 
Introduction 
The Arai™ Drum brake is designed to be used with a rear tandem hub or any hub with right 
handed threading on the left side. The composite brake shoes and finned aluminum drum create 
a positive braking surface and rapid heat dispersion, making it ideal for mountainous terrain and 
all weather conditions. The Arai™ Drum brake can be used with either road or mountain brake 
levers and cables (not included). 

No. Description  
1)  Drum (BR5006)  
2-3)  Brake Shoe Assembly  
           (BR5007) #2 & 3 
4)  Actuator lever (BR5005)  
5)  Cable Anchor Bolt  
6)  Barrel Adjuster Assembly  
7)  Chainstay Clamp Assembly  
8)  Guts 

 

Installation  
The Arai™ Drum Brake should be installed by a professional bicycle 
mechanic.  

1. Remove inside and outside locknut from left side of hub.  
2. Using hub spacers, create 12 to 15 mm of spacing between the edge of the hub and the 

outer edge of the spacing. See Diagram 2 above.  
3. Lightly grease hub threads and spin on the drum (#1). The drum has right hand 

threading. Hand tighten. The drum will tighten with use.  
4. Slip on the guts (#8). If axle does not fit through the brake arm plate (#3), carefully drill 

out the hole to a larger diameter. BR5001 is drilled for a 10.0 mm axle. BR5003 is drilled 
for a 9.5mm axle.  

5. Add spacers and inside locknut until locknut-to-locknut dimension matches original 
dimensions. Note the brake arm plate is 2 mm thick. You may have to reduce the number 
of spacers accordingly.  

6. Test the guts (#8). They should spin freely within the drum and the brake arm plate (#3) 
should not protrude beyond the edge of the drum.  

7. Insert wheel into bike frame. If brake arm plate (#3) contacts inside of frame, add 
additional spacers to the axle and re-dish the wheel.  Never allow grease to contact the 
brake shoes.  

8. Slip chainstay clamp over chainstay and attach barrel adjuster assembly as shown in 
Diagram 1 above.  

9. Tighten chainstay clamp bolts and nuts.  

Attaching Cable 
Run outer cable housing to barrel adjuster and inner cable to cable anchor bolt on the actuator 
lever. Cable should be taut, but brake shoes should not contact drum. Squeeze brake lever 
several times and test cable for stretching. 



---------------------------------------- 
Replacement Parts  
BR5007 Brake arm-plate with installed shoes (#2 & 3) 
BR5005 Actuating arm with cable anchor bolt and nut (#4 &#5)  
BR5006 Drum (#1) 
---------------------------------------- 

Optional Accessories ( not included ) 
CA8970 QR cable anchor unit. Allows brake cable to be disconnected with out using tools.  
CA8972 Quick cable combo adjuster, allows the cable tension to be easily adjusted by means of 
an eccentric screw.  
BR3341 Problem Solvers 1:2 cable splitter. Allows one brake lever to pull two cables and operate 
two brakes.  
TL4092 Drum brake removal tool with built-in handle. Fits in bench vise. 
---------------------------------------- 

 


